Extraordinary manifestations of disease have been presented as case reports in the radiologic literature for decades, but while rare presentations might be interesting, curiosities are soon forgotten except by readers with a special interest in the topic. New radiologic signs of value for daily practice are rarely presented now, and case reports have lost much of their earlier fascination since we believe that most clinical-radiologically relevant information has been reported. There seems to be nothing new under the sun for our clinical case reports! In this issue of Acta Radiologica there is an article by Drs. R. Grassi and S. Romano et al. about an unusual migration of a breast localization guidewire. The case report presents a challenge not just to readers but also to Reviewer and Editor. The suggestion is that reviewers are experts who should critically analyze the contents of submitted manuscripts and make a recommendation to the Editor to accept or reject the submitted manuscript. The Editor has the final decision concerning publication. The authors of published articles are solely responsible for the accuracy and integrity of their presented material, but also the Reviewer and Editor will feel a responsibility to readers. Acceptance of an article should be a guarantee to readers that the material presented has been carefully checked and undergone critical review. But how do we deal with the unbelievable?
Human body scientists have been studying the macroanatomy and the communications between anatomical compartments for hundreds of years, and we generally believe that we have come to the end of our knowledge in this field. The article in this issue on the migration of a localization guide-wire from the left breast to the lower inferior vena cava presents an almost unbelievable occurrence. I never expected to read about a case like this, and I think we should be happy to hear about new inexplicable occurrences showing that there is still something new under the sun. For the vast majority of Acta's readers this article will long stimulate their fantasy -and let us be happy for that! We need our imagination stimulated, living as we do in a world of reasonable science where nearly everything can be perfectly explained in detail. I am sure that the Editor would be happy to receive letters offering an explanation for this migration. The article is recommended reading also for readers who are not engaged in breast imaging. 
